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Brandon T

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun feels like it was meant for my hand. Awesome grip and very reliable. The trigger is also a big plus. The mag release on the 1st generation bothered some people but I actually think it's pretty slick. Great gun and pretty cheap for a very fast, accurate and fairly light 9mm. 











Gary C

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I absolutely love this handgun. Natural ergonomic fit is extremely comfortable in my hand. A trigger that is second to none. You have to shoot it to believe it.On top of that, Walther reliability. 











James S

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun. Very accurate and fun to shoot. Bud's was great to work with, they shipped the gun quickly and the gun was reasonably priced. 











Michael R

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










So I've had one of these for several years now and it's been an excellent gun. I couldn't even guess how many thousands of rounds I e put through this. The only time it ever jammed was due to a weird ammo type someone bought for me and once when it has been too long since I had cleaned it. It's extremely comfortable for my size hands. I'm 5'9" 130lb if that gives any indication of hand size. Magazines can be pricey but then again what isn't these days. Takedown of the pistol is super easy. Cleaning is easy. The trigger is excellent and compares to other really good guns on the market. Overall, it's reliable, smooth, and comfortable. Walther did a great job. 











Clarence O

on
07/03/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an excellent weapon. 9mm M1 Walther PPQ. Love the trigger. This will be with me for life. Recommended to others 











David F

on
02/09/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










excellent weapon. Shipped on time and fast. Just as described. I love the accuracy and reliability. I have never had a ftf or fte. Surprisingly the gun likes plain old remmington 115fmj bullets for accuracy., but will shoot anything. Easy to clean and maintain. Some people told me they didnt trust mag release on trigger guard. I have not had any accidental mag releases and i ccp this gun everyday. Trigger is crisp and reset short as clean a break as some of my revolvers. 











Edward M

on
02/01/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Of my 5 9mm compacts, the PPQ is my favorite hands down. I love my 19, however, it was easily dethroned as my favorite compact. I know Glock snobs will scoff at the notion, but basically it is a more ergonomic , rounded, and balanced version of America's favorite compact. Do yourself a favor!...hold both before you decide. Your welcome. 











Roy H

on
02/12/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun about three months a go and I love it and I am considering buying another. The weapon feels good in the hand and a very well made gun. My wife even with her small hands had no problem with firing this gun. Matter of fact she was able to out shoot me with it and I have 20 years of shooting experience. It is great gun for beginners and expert shooters and the price is well worth it. Buds gun shop shipped the gun right away which was my second purchase with them and no issues. Delivered as promised. If your looking for a good quality reliable gun for a good price this gun is for you. 











Laurence P I

on
01/17/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Damn good-shootin' gun! I like it! 











Andrew B

on
12/08/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great, great pistol. Super-light DA trigger. Reset is about as short and pronounced as the P99 AS. The ergonomic grip is *slightly* better than the P99 design, but the predecessor didn't leave much room for improvement in that area-- aside from outward appearances it's a subtle difference. Several hundred rounds so far, all flawless. First shot was a bull’s-eye at 30 ft. All follow-ups were in the 9 ring. Like the P99, the sights are combat-style for rapid acquisition rather than precision, so expect a lot of air between the front sight and the rear posts when centered. Owning both the PPQ and P99, I think I prefer the P99 AS's trigger and also the added safety of a decocker on the older platform (PPQ is always fully cocked, 5 lb. DA trigger) but the PPQ is a bargain for the quality/price. An improved P99? A modernized P99? Too subtly different for either of those labels to be applied in a fair comparison. For the buyer, it's still a choice of trigger and decocking ability (and also ambidexterity for southpaw shooters-- PPQ is fully ambidextrous.) For this buyer, now familiar with both, the AS trigger will always win if forced to pick one or the other. Thankfully, that choice hasn’t been necessary. Buds shipped within a few days, as promisied, and the proactive tracking update really helped me to coordinate the handoff with my FFL. 











Jackie G

on
11/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just as advertised! Quick, Quick, Quick; The PPQ is a remarkable weapon. No other words can describe it further, you'll just have to pick one up for yourself like I did at: Budsgunshop.com. Jackie, 











Dr Erwin F

on
11/06/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The Walther PPQ is a sweet little gun, nicely balanced, well made, in short a good product. I would rate it with the Sigs and HKs except for the polymer frame, which is not quite as sturdy. But for aesthetics and styling, super gun. At the range, nice ergonomics, shot a hundred rounds, no FTEs or FTFs. Easy to field strip and clean. The under-the-trigger-guard mag release was odd at first, but easy to get used to. Not a major problem, and just as quick exchanging mags as the button type on S&W, Springfield, Browning. The most pleasant thing abt. this weapon is how it comes to hand -- falls nicely into the hand's anatomy, far better than my XDM or Browning. The Germans did some super analysis and design here. Typical of their design philosophy. And the trigger and trigger reset are just perfect. Crisp, clean, no creep, no shifting. 











David B

on
11/04/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fast shipping and another awesome gun from buds. This probably has the best trigger on the market for a polymer gun. 500 rounds of Winchester white box has gone through this gun in the last month without a hiccup. 











Christopher C

on
10/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best 9mm pistol on the market. I have small hands and many pistols feel huge but the PPQ with small back strap fits like a glove. I have put 1,200 rounds through it with absolutely no malfunctions or brass to the face. If your on the fence just purchase it you wont be disappointed. 











Craig D

on
10/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Super comfortable, accurate, amazing trigger, and easy to clean. what else can you want in a gun? 











Tim H

on
09/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had my PPQ 9mm for a while now and have run over 2000 rds through it. No technical issues, except 2 fail to fires right after I got it. Since then there have been no issues. The backs that come with it allow for some customiszation for the grip. The 2 mags work well, although it takes a little more effort to seat a fully loaded 15 rd mag than one with 10 rds or less. Accuracy is great- it shoots better than I do. It really holds the groups, assuming you can. Rapid fire is great as well- no jamming but (obviously) heats up fast. Break down for cleaning is very simple. The trigger took a little getting used to since I had not shot a modern pistol for a good 20 yrs or so (flintlocks mostly) but that's a user issue rather than a firearm related one. I'm very happy with my purchase, and highly recommend it. 











Ray P

on
09/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Walther PPQ 9mm is a keeper. It's got a light takeup, crisp trigger break, moderate recoil, and fits my hand like a glove. It is capable of shooting one ragged hole at 7 yards. We put 350 rounds through it using a mix of inexpensive S&B and HERTERS ammo. It experienced one failure due to a light primer strike. Be aware that the trigger breaks at 4.5 to 5 lbs., which may be too light for some. 











Brian W

on
09/06/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Walther SUCKS --money right out of my bank account when they produce guns like this one. For the money this is an absolute must-have and a steal. I'm a hardcore HK fan but after reading all the stunning reviews and considering the price I couldn't resist. I'm glad I didn't. This gun is what Glocks should have been all along. Simply awesome. 











Jon A

on
09/01/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I own walthers, glocks, beretta, kimber, S&W, springfield, ruger, desert eagles, even a taurus. I saw this pistol reviewed on Nutnfancy's page on youtube. I cannot get over this thing. Once I bought it I decided to sell my glock 19 and not buy the Springfield XDm I had my eyes on. The trigger pull is light and breaks so clean. The sights are great, and adjustable - front and back. Ambi safety and mag releases that aren't intrusive to the shooter but still easy to manipulate. 3 interchangeable back straps. My old timer friends only shoot with hogue grips and this is the first gun I've had where my dad shot and said he would keep them stock. Best feeling handgun in your hand, it's truly an extension of your arm. Great front and rear cocking serrations. Easy as pie to take down and clean, and hardly any carbon buildup whatsoever. I just wish I had some night sights but maybe that's something for the future. They hit a home run with this pistol. It's built like and feels like an H&K, shoots just as good, (in my opinion, better) and is reliable as a glock. Extra mags are a bit expensive but you can get the 9mm baby desert eagle mags. I've heard of the slide messing with the lips of the mag but only from one person. This gun is truly a delight to shoot. Get yourself one! 











Alexander M

on
08/25/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This Walther PPQ is my first gun, but I had tested many other 9 mm pistols before buying it. Walther is definitively my favorite. You can see and feel high quality work of German engineers. So far, I've shot ca. 350 rounds and enjoyed every single pull of the trigger. The gun is very precise, the trigger is very smooth and has a short reset. There has been no single jam. The recoil is easily manageable, and my 14-year old son has no problems with it. He finds this gun awesome. 5+ stars for the gun and the transaction with Buds! 











Timothy N

on
08/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered my PPQ Tues morning, picked it up at my local FFL on Friday. The PPQ has been awesome. Excellant trigger, very accurate, and it is the nicest handgun that I have fired. 











Josh E

on
08/01/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have owned many different brand 9mms. fn was my favorite until now. this one is by far the best. i have shot many glocks springfields fn sigs rugers m&ps. not saying they are bad guns because there are so many good polymer pistols out there. but this gun is way ahead. 50 five star reviews says enough without any questions. very accurate cuts bullet holes at 15 yards. all you have to do is shoot one and you will own one...buds were excellent with the transaction 











Josh K

on
07/30/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first gun, I did alot of research before buying this weapon and watched several reviews on youtube before making the decision to buy. Its fun to shoot and accurate. I've had 2500+ rounds through it and no problems. 











Joe F

on
07/28/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent firearm. Put 250 rounds of wally world ammo through it with no problems.(115gr) This ones a keeper. 











Sabrina A

on
07/16/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun. Quick delivery by buds. I cant add anything that has not already been said in the other reviews about how great this pistol is. Dollar for dollar the best pistol on the market. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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